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THIS PICTURE
One of the oldest
houses on the
island, Monkey
Beach Cottage
has been in
Richard’s family
for decades
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an island
retreat

We all need a beachside bolthole.
Richard HastingS’ family found theirs on Mersea Island,
Essex, 30 years ago. Now he has cleverly brought it up to
date with a fresh new look Words Lauris Morgan Griffiths Photographs Dan Duchars
c oa stm a ga z i n e . c o . u k
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' The island is like being thrown back to the 1950s – ist's unique and very special'

R

ichard Hastings is showing me around Mersea
Island in Essex, a place where he spent many
childhood holidays and where he has a
beachside home. We walk past a jumble of
boats, shacks and houseboats beached, lopsided, on the
low tide, towards The Hard, a wooden pier, where he used
to go crabbing, armed with raw bacon and a fishing line.
‘I used to love driving over The Strood [the tidal
causeway that connects the island to the mainland] to
Mersea every summer with my parents,’ he tells me.
‘My mother, Margaret, would say to me and my older
brother, Jonathon, “The first one who sees the sea
gets a prize”, and then I knew we were almost there.’
Richard, an executive producer at the BBC, still has the
same feeling of expectation when he visits the island
today. ‘It’s like being thrown back to the 1950s,’ he says.
‘It’s Enid Blyton-by-Sea – unique and very special.’

TWO HOUSES BECOME ONE
The Hastings family connection to Mersea goes back to
the 1930s when Richard’s father, Julian, used to holiday
there as a child. In the 1970s, a 300-year-old agricultural
workers’ cottage, close to the romantically named
Monkey Beach, came up for sale and Richard’s parents
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bought it. The family spent many happy holidays there
– mucking about in boats, swimming, crabbing and
generally having Swallows and Amazons fun. ‘My friends
went to Disneyland and we went to Mersea,’ Richard
says, without a hint of envy. ‘I always say I had a blessed
childhood: I was lucky to come here. It grounded me.’
Ten years later, when the adjoining house came up
for sale, the Hastings saw the potential to expand and
snapped it up. Richard’s architect father, mindful of the
integrity of the buildings, joined them together by cladding
both with pine and painting them one colour, boarding
up a front door and reconfiguring the interior. In one of
the houses, part of the staircase was removed to create
a shower room upstairs, leaving the lower part intact,
going nowhere, but displaying the history of the building.
And, not wanting to destroy the character of the
house, instead of hacking through one of the upstairs
criss-cross beams to form a link between the cottages,
Julian created an unusual-shaped door by cutting a
large triangular piece out of it to fit around the beam.

A VERY BRITISH BEACH HOUSE
The family continued to enjoy their seaside haven until
Richard’s mother had a stroke a couple of years ago. Not

THIS PAGE The
interior has been
sympathetically
refurbished,
keeping the feel
of a much-loved
family home
OPPOSITE
Richard now lets
out the house as
a self-catering
property. Its
large, enclosed
garden is perfect
for idling away
an afternoon.
Paintings are
by local artist
David Britton
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THIS PAGE The
unusual-shaped
door was built to
fit around a beam
OPPOSITE
Richard takes
afternoon tea in
the summerhouse
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Richard's much-loved island is 'a place that is honest, natural and unpretentious'
ABOVE Richard
with friends
on nearby
Monkey Beach.
It is thought that
it was named in
the 18th century
after watchers,
or ‘monkeys’,
who looked out
for smugglers
from a now
long-demolished
tower OPPOSITE
The kitchen and
dining area were
remodelled from
higgledy-piggledy
rooms into a small
but practical
working space

wanting to sell the house, he and Jonathon decided to
rent it out as a holiday let, with the income generated
going towards their mother’s care. Refurbishment was
too personal for them to cope with, so Richard brought
in an art director friend, Christopher Whale, to oversee it.
Christopher could see the family’s umbilical attachment
to the cottage: it was not only suffused with happy
memories, it was stuffed with furniture and mementoes.
Richard wanted it to still feel like home, not a bland
holiday let. It was last decorated 30 or so years earlier,
so the décor was a riot of clashing 1970s colours. ‘It
was quite a challenge to keep the charm of the cottage
and make it chic without losing Margaret’s character,’
Christopher says. ‘It was decorated on a budget but
I think it now feels cottagey without being cluttered.’
He restricted the colour palette to white with blue
accents and blended antique pieces with quirky touches
to make it modern and fun. Richard’s old toy box and
a family desk sit alongside little white bird hooks, a cupand-saucer lamp, bunting, paintings by local artist David
Britton, stone hot water bottles, a Union Jack pinboard
(with instructions to guests written on luggage labels), a

treasured, yellowed fish chart, a vase full of red beach
spades and a large silver ‘M’ for Mersea, Monkey Beach
or Margaret. The result is original, British and beachy.

MONKEY BEACH REVISITED
We stop off at the West Mersea Oyster Bar, where
Richard picks up a seafood platter for lunch. Back at
Monkey Beach Cottage, we enjoy a meal reminiscent
of happy times in the garden and enthusiastically eat
crab, lobster and prawns, and drink wine from the local
vineyard: Island Blush (a rosé) and Mehalah (a white).
As the day wears on and the memories wash over
Richard, glimpses of the little boy emerge. Climbing the
steps, he hauls himself up by the handrail as he would
have done many times before. He laughs at memories,
then and now, on his much-loved island – a retreat
where he can relax and be himself because ‘it’s a place
that is honest, natural and unpretentious.’
For details on renting Monkey Beach Cottage, visit
monkeybeachcottage.co.uk. For more on Mersea
Island, see west-mersea.co.uk.
For more coastal houses, see coastmagazine.co.uk
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Richard’s PERFECT Mersea day
‘After looking out to sea
to see what the weather
is like, I would invite my
guests (the house would
be full of friends and
family) to amble up to
The Art Café (01206
385820, islandartcafe.
co.uk) to see the work of
local artists and enjoy a
locally sourced breakfast.
Afterwards we would pop
next door to the Poop
Deck (01206 735949,
themerseapoopdeck.blogspot.com) to check out its mix
of antiques and nautical nick-nacks. Then we would
walk down to The Hard to watch the boats, the children
crabbing and the fishermen unloading their catch –
stopping off for some crab at the West Mersea Oyster
Bar (01206 381600, westmerseaoysterbar.co.uk). After
visiting the slightly eccentric Mersea Museum (01206
385191, merseamuseum.org.uk) to discover the traditions
of fishing, oystering and boatbuilding in the area, we’d
drop in at The Coast Inn, which serves fantastic prawn
cocktails and fresh fish (01206 383568, thecoastinn.co.uk).
Then home to bed after all that walking, eating and sea air.’
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THIS PAGE AND
OPPOSITE The
large garden is
perfect for dining
alfresco; Richard
often picks up
fresh seafood
platters from
West Mersea
Oyster Bar; the
house is minutes
from the sea
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